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Murder i n th e News: A n In si de Look at How
Tel evi si on Covers Cri m e
By Robert H. Jordan Jr.

Prometheus Books. Hardcover. Condition: New. 272 pages. Television news anchor Robert Jordan
Jr. draws from forty-seven years of news experiences to provide an eye-opening look at how news
programs decide which murders to cover and which ones to ignore. Jordan takes readers behind
the scenes into the big city newsrooms of Chicago. Here split-second decisions are made on where
to send limited resources when dozens of shootings and several murders are occurring on a daily
basis. Using interviews from decision makers--such as assignment editors and producers--who work
daily in the trenches of working newsrooms, the reader learns how they decide where to send
reporters; when to dispatch live trucks; and how the stories will be treated as they are placed in the
shows. Why will one story get breaking news banners and be placed at the top of the show while
others may not make the broadcast at all or may be given casual mention in later segments of the
showAdditionally, Jordan reveals the results of a ground-breaking questionnaire sent to producers
and assignment editors at Chicago television stations to assess their rationales for covering murders
stories the way they do. He also gives readers a first-hand account of some...
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Reviews
This pdf is fantastic. It typically is not going to price too much. You will not truly feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are
for about if you request me).
-- Leslie Reing er
These sorts of book is the perfect book accessible. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised
this book to find out.
-- Mr . Musta fa Sa nfor d IV
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